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Th« type of work presented here was undertaken because
of the author’s feeling that more accurate, more scientifi-
cally tested information must be made available to the so-
cial worker. It has long been my feeling that it is not
enough for the social worker to borrow liberally from other
fields, but he must engage in social and psychiatric re-
search of his own. In striking out independently it is
hoped that social work may enhance its professional status
and arm itself with tested criteria. Here I have attempted
to analyze the problem of social environment and mental
health. Perhaps this will help dispel some assumptions up-
on which social work has based its work which do not seem
to stand up on critical examination. Perhaps it may aid in
the use of that valuable tool, environmental manipulation.
The writer wishes to make some special acknowledge-
ments at this time. The following have contributed materi-
ally to the completion of this thesis: Miss Tina Scolavino,
statistician at the Rhode Island State Hospital, who made
available graciously the records for this study when we must
have sorely tried her time and patience; Mrs. Elizabeth K,
Fletcher, whose patient use of the supervisory conference
gave the writer a greater feeling of the problems faced by
the mentally ill; Miss Mary Greenhalgh, who shortened ira-
fI
'
eeifxsoGd e»xod I)©Jitcjse‘iq if^ow 1o ©q^ct ^riT
-llidneloa e*iom ^ecti^'iijuyia .©lom 3/i:Jl9al a ’lorijirB ed;J lo
-OR ©ri;t od oldiiliflvfi ©bsar ©d dai/m nol:JBj<no-inX beJ'iSBct x£l^o
ioa el dl df?4d ^cll©©'! need ^uoi aBrl iX .‘lejfrrow I^Glo
iori;to moil ^'^'’^I'TOd od *i©>{'iow Xb1.oob add lo'i ri^t'oa©
-91 oIidBldo^eq fan© lel ooa n.t a;=iie^n© dej/m ©d dnd; tsfalell
el dl ’^Idnofanaqefanl djjo anl^lida nl .nwo elrf 1o doiBoa
eirdiide IsnoleBoloiq 8dl ©onKdn© x&m jfiow IbIooe dcrid. faoqgd
faftdqmc dda ovBd I 010H .aliadlio faodead ddlw llaadl trxs fann
iBdneitr fan© dndtmoilvn© lalooe “lo moXddiq ©dd od
-qn EnoldqTtx/EEB ainoe loqeib qlerf Lllv sldd &qs$ri^vH. ,cUXe&ri
nieee don'ofa rfoldw ySrtow edl farced eaif liiow lalcoe rfoldV no
nl bis dl eqBjrfie'l .noldBnlicBxe IboI^I^to no qn briB&o^ od
.noldBlnqlncm I^dnomnoTlvn© ,Iood eldBuIev drxld ic* olu odd
obBm odw .l9dlq«oH ododd biiolel eborK oxfd d© ^u-Ioldeldade
dfina ow nexlw «:-tdd 10I afaioooi odd ijIcboIobiq eldellovB f
,'i ddedBsIIl*^ .
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tOnlvBlooa ©nlT q»1M :eleexld aldd lo .noi ioXqinoo^.©'dd od '^XX©
eonoielnoo x*^ooivi©q©£ edd 1:o ssn dxioldaq ee-crw ,iododoX^
measurably the time required for amassing the data by her
extremely helpful suggestions and knowledge of the routine
of the hospital; Mrs. Alice Koret and Miss L. R. Koret for
the liberal granting of their time in compiling of back-
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INTRODUCTION TO THE PROBLEM.
A study of this nature lies frankly In the borderline
area among psychiatry, psychology, sociology and social work.
Exactly which of these fields should initiate an investiga-
tion of the relationships between socio-economic areas and
psychoses is difficult to determine. Probably a co-operative
endeavor would yield the most satisfactory results.
The writer feels, however, that this type of work is
the kind that will enable the social worker to apply a more
scientific approach to the problems and understanding of the
individual client than has heretofore been the case. Cer-
tainly, with the increased emphasis in the field of social
work upon psychological phenomena, with the social worker’s
greater role in the operation of mental hygiene clinics and
therapeutic situations, there is need for increased exact
knowledge of the effects of environmental influences upon
the mental and emotional characteristics of the individual.
While this study deals with psychoses, it has long been
known that psychotic behavior is merely an exaggeration of
the normal, and the same emotional and behavior factors ap-
ply to a lesser degree.
The purpose of this thesis is to ascertain whether cer-








.J»i;ija0)?^ 3HT OT MOH'DUaOHT’^I
enIXieb'iod t'rfi al eelX eu/^jo/i eld^ lo ^bt'Cta A
'‘j
• 5f*iow XaXoob bcB "T^oXolooe ^ijgoXoflOYs^ Jx5oy<j<5 ^ncnifi jn>‘ist
-BsXrfeovnX m? r*d^£l;tXxii bltiO/ls abXeXl eeoiirf lo HoXrlsw
bn/s BBB'iB oIr’Oi':ocif>-oXooE n&ewiod aqX/lexioXct£;I©*i ©ri;^ lo aol^
©vldB'ieqo-oo is '^Xd^Uo^l .onlnnectob dUfolllIb aX eeBOiio^Bq
.eXX/jaoT; Y^oXoalal;tj6e dconff bX^l^ bXi/ow ‘lovisebne
ei 5f*iow lo ecrz^ Blci^t .leveworf ,fcXeol TB^tlnw ©rfT
©'lom fl ^e^ow XalooE ©rid ©Xdisna XXXw da/Xd fonXji ©rid
©rid lo jinxbnedc'iebnjj bn© B/neXcioiq ©rid od rioBoiqq© oilidii©Xok ‘
-*i©0 .© 8B 0 ©rid^ need ©'lolodoTftri aari narid dnaXXo JUi/bivlbnl
Xfiiooe lo bXaXl ©rid nl eiaarioare b©8B©TonX erid ridXw ^T^Xfiiad
c’^iaii/iow XsXooe ©rid ridln- ,a/i©ifion©rfq X*.oX^oXoric vrsq xjoqi; 3/*iow
b/TB eoIniXo eael^Y^j Xfidnora lo noldaieqo erid nX ©Xou 'ledeeis
)
doaxB bpeaortoni *tol been eX e*ierid tfcnoXd«//dXe oXdi/eq««i©rid
noqjj aeonenXlnX Xadnemno^Xvae lo e.d’oello ©rid lo eaboXwoml
o
. XBi/bXvX.bnX ©rid lo eoXdeX'iedojB'iBrio XiinoXdcano bne XBdnecr erid
need gnol aeri dX »e©eori©Y8q ridXw slaeb eliid oXXriHf
ir
lo noXdenegsBx© na aX 'loivBried oidorio\;ecr darid rrwoini
~qa anodofil noXvarfed bna XanoXdome eflia© ©rid b/iB ^Xaiinon erid
) . ,e©*iaeb TeaeaX b od '^Xq
-'lao lerideriw niedieoEB od eX aX&erid eXrid lo ©eoqni/q ©xiT





and, if so, which types of areas these are. An attempt was
also made to discover whether certain types of psychoses
come from certain types of areas. For this purpose the City
of Providence, Rhode Island, was used, and divided in such
a manner as to combine homologous districts. The forty-
nine districts into which the city was divided were then
combined by identities to form nineteen individual neigh-
borhood areas. The names applied to these are those common-
ly associated with these sections of the city. The methods
used to form these combinations and their geographical posi-
tions in the city are discussed in Chapter III.
An attempt was made to review the sparse literature in
this field, but the writer frankly feels that all approaches
thus far made have been experimental in nature and inconclu-
sive in results. For the most part the exploratory work has
been done by sociologists or has gone beyond the confines of
concentrated urban areas. Only a rather slow and un-inten-
sive start has been made in this area of social medicine.
Chapter II. will ofer a brief survey of the existent liter-
ature available.
The next ingredient needed as an essential was a stan-
dardized system of diagnosis that could be universally ap-
plied. To provide this the 1942 edition of the Standard
Classified Nomenclature of Disease as approved by the Amer-
ican Psychiatric Association was used. This is the form
used as a statistical guide by the vast majority of mental
8AW ?qnrecf;|jB fiA .©ib eseri;^ EBeis to eeq^^ rfoiriw ,o8 11 ^briA
eeBOiio^eq 1o seax^ ‘lerfSeifw nevooB lb ocf s£>Brc oeXb
'\
7CtiO erict oRoqrruq slrfct lo'? .SBeifi “Jo eeq-^^ nlB^neo ni<wl exdoo
rfouB nl ijftblvlb bftfi .beau aew ©bcrlR ,©on©blv(nl lo
©rix . erfo iid^clb ajJo^oJofnorC anldmoo od bb ri&jnnBa m
eiew beblvlb ebvt lio trfw od'nl edottlelb e£Xln
-rf^lRH iBi/blvlbiil ncBdfnin mcl od eeicfldaabl \d banidwob
-noMaori ©sorid i?«io eeerid od beiXqqa ee/ru^n orfi .bjeotb booifiocf
e'>o£ltfew ©iiT ©rid lo Enoldoea eeo/id itJlw bedjBiaoses
-Icoq IjBoiriqB'fjjoea *r.i©rid . xib LrxoldjBnidmoo oserid anol oJ b©Eu
• III ledoariO nl b©fe6uoelb ©•ib vdlo ©rid ai enoid
nl ©ludB'iedli ee*XBqe ©rid w©Ivo»i od ebBm asw dqmeddc.nA
eerioaoiqqB Ilfl dsild sleal lodl'iw ©rid dwcf ^b£^i‘l alrid
-x/Ionocnl bne ©ii/iijsn nl XjBdcefrrl'iaqxe n©©ri ovad ©bam 10I enrid
(
' 8B£f xTow x^odB'ioXqxe ©rid d*iarr deom ©rid «toT[ .adlnco*! nl ©vis
*T *
lo 8©nllnoo ©rid bnox&^ ©nos EBxf ‘tbi adalsoXolooE x^ ©nob need
-nedni-iLV bxxe woXr neridST: s .sb©»ib nBd*ii/ bodfi*Tdn©onqo
.f>nlc)lb©ia iBlooa Ic Bone clrid nl obam need acri d'lBde ©vie
-*i©diX dfwdelxe ©rid lo lolrxd e nelo XIlw .II n©dqBriO
\j,- •i’-’f'. .©Xdj|XlsvB einda
f M
-fiBde B e£rw Xfildn&aeo na cb bebeon crnelbe*ijjiil d^-.©n ©riT
-qn x-flBEnevlnn oa bXnoo darid elaon^slb lo medax-* beslbnab
bnabflBdg ©riJ lo noldibe ©rid alrid ©blvonq oT -ballc
-lomA ©rid bevoiqqjs es ©EBcsiq Ip tyrndei onfcfgoK b©lllB8BX0
xinol ©rid el tldT .been saw noldalooecA ol'idalriox-a’I neol
r






hospitals in the United States, and it was the type of diag-
nosis used at the Rhode Island State Hospital for Mental
Diseases, whose files were used for this study. In Chapter
IV. a more detailed description of the various types of psy-
choses will be given. A word of caution is hereby given on
the character of diagnoses in mental disorders. Essentially,
the symptoms of mental disease are seldom as clear cut as
those of the strictly somatic ailments. It is difficult to
make a decision in all cases with which all physicians will
agree. Initial tentative diagnoses are frequently revised
in the light of further study and observation of behavior
patterns. Even a casual glance at the records indicates
that certain labels have popularity for a period and are
then replaced by a new vogue, by a new school of thought,
or by new diagnoses due to increased knowledge.^ Anyone
who has sat through a psychiatric diagnostic clinic will
bear witness to the fact that seldom will all physicians
sitting in the same room with the same patient, reading the
same record and listening to the same interview, arrive at
1. General paresis thus gave way to luetic meningo-
encephalitis; dementia praecox is now more universally ac-
cepted as schizophrenia; increased knowledge of the dynam-
ics involved in the psychoses also alters the type of di-
agnosis given. Thus hebephrenia which was frequently found
in the years 1938 and 1939 appears rarely in 1946 and 1947*
-a»'£) lo 9qx^ 8BW di btiQ becfinO exltf al filB^lqaorf
iBiirseUi Xb^I<^«oH e^feoa Jbnjilel ebodSl biH :tB boau eleon
>
•xoitqcrfO nl .xfoJJ^e eXrld not baejj anaw eelit ecoriw ^ceEBoeZa
-^eq to aeq’^^ • exfoJtTBv eri.-t to flold^qXnocob hellBtfob onom a .VI |i
no navis ;\rd»n©ff al noi^twao lo bnow A .novl^ ad lilw eoaodo
|
\ I
tYlXfil^noeea .enabnoelo Ib^hok ni.. eecongnlb to nodoanEdo arid i
I
aa doo niseXo sa ivccXar; dna ©aaoelb XndneM to BiwodqjTr^a arid
od dli/oittib el dj .«:dnafTjIli3 oldanoe Yldoindc odd to ©eorid !




bofeivon ^Xdnonpen'^ ena aaeonsalfa evidadaad Xaldlnl .oen^fi
I
I
noJvBdad to noldavneedo bna
-v^budE narldn^t to dd^JX e^d nl
j
3
ar*daoibnl abnooon edd da ©oxiaXs Xaueao a ;xiov;ii .ameddaq
ona bna boinoq a *ict vdlnaXr/qoq oved aXadaX nladnoo! Jadd I
^ddsoodd to Xoodoa v?9n s ^eu^ov wen a ^d beoalcen nedd !
r
ono'^nA e^boXwortx' bee«&*ioxil od eub ccaoxisfil^J w»n vb no ^
V.
XIlw blnlXo oldeonsslb olndoldovEq b ^l^i/cndd das aad odw '
BnalolB^dq XXa XIlw aroblep dBxld doat edd od ecendlw naecf i
I
odd gnlbaen .dneidsq emse edd ddiw moon eaiae end nl snlddle |
i:
da ©vlnns ^welvnednl ©mac edd od ^nlnedslX bna bnooen emae
-osninem oldcxii od ^jaw evas sudd aieenaq X.ononeO ,X
-oa ^XXflsnevlci; onom won al ^coboanq aldnemeb tsldlXadqeon©
“fBflnxb odd to egbelwons/ beeadnonl ;alnendqosldo s oa bodqeo
-lb to ©q^d end enedia oela aeeodo'^&q ©dd nl faeylovnl aol r.
bfujo'l \Xdnenpent eavr rioidw alnendqocfed sjjdT .nevJLg' elaonsa
^
.V^GX bna nl yiensn enaeqqa GCGX bna SCGX enaey; ©dd nl .
the same diagnosis and prognosis. The training and inter-
pretation of the particular clinical director of the hospital
will also have a bearing upon the diagnosis arrived at. At
the Rhode Island State Hospital for Mental Diseases there is
a continual turnover in staff and there have been several
changes in clinical director. Combined with all this is the
fact that the entire field of psychiatry is still in a state
of flux. While this may be a healthy sign, it does not lend
itself to the exactitude of diagnosis that we would prefer.
This, however, is the only information available today.
The randomizing of the selections of cases by Including all
first admissions for ten years should tend to minimize the
difficulties recognized in diagnosis. Since the same years
were used for every area, there is a universality that make
the results comparable and applicable.
To understand and appreciate the material used in this
study, it is also necessary to be aware of the methods of
admission to the state hospital. There are four methods of
commitment. The most frequently used is the Department of
Social Welfare Mittimus. In using this method, a relative,
friend, or other interested person signs the committing pa-
pers and secures the signatures of two licensed physicians
attesting to the condition of the patient. In the second
method a court commitment is secured, again with the signa-
tures of two qualified physicians. A third method is the
voluntary commitment in which the patient surrenders himself
wr ^
o^C* ^ - *.•:»-»*-*% •I-’’ •nC!tie5 W- < . c^-nfa^
-»ie.tiTjt b£iB 3alnljaT;it eilT' .alaonsvoiq {vne elGOii^aif) smse edcf
Ittcfiqeod ©d;J lo '^otfoetrib Isolnllo 1aIJ;/oi^^aq ori.1 to riolcf«;t«'iq
«tA bevliia a^corraejtb ‘«rf^ noqi/ snlTaod b svad ocXb IIIw
b 1 oterid Befesoelti ladnoM 'iol iBJiqeoxi qcI'b^'B^ bnalel eboriH odd
lB‘Tevea nood &VBci ©'redd brss ItadR rtl lovomud lavnidcoo a
«rfd si aJtffd He rid tw benirimoO .*iodoo^ ib- Laolallc al AA'^cwdo
©dade b nl Ilids si bloll *-Ktidxx© arid darid doal
bneX don aoob dX tHals ^''^dlaori c eri aXxld ©XXri^ ,xjjL1 Xo
.net 0*1 q bXuoK» dw durid Blaon^jaib to ©bifdidoaxs ©rid od IXeBdX
• Y^bod ©IdaXJavB ii'/ J eruiotiJi ©rid aX ^lovrewori ^eXriT
XI.a anXfai;XonX boeso to snoXdorlee ©rid lo snXsXffrobnB-i erfX
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to the custody of the hospital, signing an agreement not to
leave without giving three days advance notice* The fourth
method of commitment is a Defective Delinquent Commitment*
Under an act passed on May 17, 1947, the court may send to
the state hospital for a thirty day period of observation
those persons brought before the court who are suspected of
being mentally defective and habitually delinquent. At the
writing of this thesis there had been only twenty-eight such
admissions, and, therefore, this was not a serious factor in
this study* One other method of admission is by transfer
from other hospital, but the D*S*W* procedure is followed in
these cases.
A great number of the mentally ill persons in the City
of Providence first enter the Charles V* Chapin Hospital,
the city hospital, where they usually remain for a period
of about two weeks for observation* Prom here they may be
transferred to the state hospital, to a private hospital or
discharged* In this way some psychotics who are only mildly
ill may return to their homes from the city hospital recov-
ered, Improved or unimproved. The seriously ill, however,
are transferred for further hospitalization*
In addition to the state hospital, there is only one
other hospital for mental diseases in the State of Rhode
Island, Butler Hospital* This private hospital is not only
too expensive for the great majority of patients, but is al-
so restricted in the number it can care for* In the Butler
ocf ^Ofi Snesttee'i^B njb ^Xaitxqsod exf;t lo irhodei/o edct
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Hospital One Hundred Fourth Annual Report for the year 1947 ,
when this hospital had its peak year, there were seventy-six
admissions of all types from the City of Providence. Using
the noimial percentage basis, this would mean thirty-one first
admissions of psychotics which is what this study deals with.
Of these, four were transferred to the state hospital, leaving
only twenty-seven cases not accounted for in our records for
the year. The transfers from Butler Hospital to the Rhode
Island State Hospital for Mental Diseases indicate that the
admissions to Butler are not concentrated in any one section
of the city, Butler Hospital also prefers not to accept or
keep those persons who are chronically ill. During the same
period there were one hundred and seventy-eight first admis-
sions of psychotics to the state hospital. The study by Rob-
ert E. L. Paris and H, Warren Dunham also indicates that in-
clusion of figures from private hospitals has little effect
upon the whole picture and does not materially change the
pattern of psychoses by areas,
^
The records of the Rhode Island State Hospital at Howard,
Rhode Island, were used for this work. All admission cards
for the period from January 1, 1938, to January 1, 1948, were
examined. Of these, only those which were first admissions
to this hospital were included in this survey. This avoided
1. Robert E, L. Paris and H, Warren Dunham, Mental Dis-
orders in Urban Areas
, pp. 28-37,
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duplication and exaggeration of the incidence of psychoses in
certain areas by the use of repeaters. Only admissions from
the City of Providence were enumerated and only when a diag-
nosis of one type or another of the psychoses was made.
Those diagnosed as without psychosis or with psychoneurosis
were discarded.
In plotting addresses a degree of selection was used.
The address from which each individual patient came was ex-
amined to discover which patients were residents of boarding
homes. Salvation Army homes, protective institutions. The
City Work Yard, etc. Those who were found to be temporary
residents of such homes were traced to their last habitual
abode and plotted from that place. Those who were found not
to be bona fide residents of Providence were eliminated.
Those who were transfers from other mental hospitals were
treated as first admissions when this was the first admission
to this particular hospital. The address used was that of
their former non-institutional home.
The result of this selected sample was the use of 1885
cases for this thesis. Males made up 923 cases and the other
962 were females. This gives a mean average of 188.5 first
psychotic admissions annually for the ten year period. While
it appears that women contribute slightly more to the m:imber
of psychotic s than men, it must be remembered that 52^ of
the population of Providence is female and 48^ male. When
corrected for population percentages we find that of every
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100 psychotics taken from an area where the male and female
population is equal, 51 would be male and 49 would be female.
The application of statistics indicates that this is not a
significant difference, and we must regard males and females
as contributing equally to the rates of psychosis.
Statistical methods used in this thesis are those of
normally accepted practice. At this point it would be wise
to issue the oft-repeated warning that statistical treatment
of data does not verify the data nor necessarily insure the
writer’s conclusions. While we would get an extremely high
correlation if we compared the increase of household fuel
consumption in the winter months in the United States with
the number of ski-ing accidents in Switzerland during these
same months, it would not prove that these accidents were
due to this increase in the use of coal and oil. Something
as ridiculous as this is frequently happening with the use
of statistics.
In spite of the pitfalls involved in work of this nature,
the writer has felt for some time that as scientific an ap-
proach as possible should be taken to the isolation of the
various components that may contribute to mental illness.
This is an effort to deal with some of the social factors in-
volved. The multifarious elements involved, the multiplicity
of symptoms, the virtual impossibility of organizing a con-
trol group and the complexity of the human personality - all
argue against fomulating black and white, cut and dried
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answers to the causation of mental disorder in the form of
general formulae. Yet the social worker must have an under-
standing of these elements in the social situation if he is
to attempt the physical and social manipulation which has be-
come one of his chief weapons. Perhaps continued research
in these channels may enable him to use his resources with a
greater degree of surety and thus prevent or at least allay
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CHAPTER II.
REVIEV/ OP THE LITERATURE.
A revievtf of the literature in this field is more a re-
view of v;hat has not been written than what has been set in
print. The purpose of this summary is to indicate the lim-
itations within which such work must be carried on from the
view point of prior investigation. This brief chapter sets
forth the scanty scientific material available found by the
writer, as the basis for continued study. In his introduc-
tion to New Facts on Mental Disorders as late as 1940, Dr.
Dayton states:
It is the opinion of the writer that a study of mental
disorders as a mass situation, as a comprehensive whole,
as a broad sociological and administrative problem, has
been one of the crying needs of psychiatry for some
time . .
.
In the past, the purely psychiatric and medical aspects
of mental disease have been covered rather thoroughly in
a literature devoted largely to the study of individual
cases. Psychiatrists have had the habit of singling out
and writing about the unusual patient. In fact, instan-
ces of an entire volume devoted to the study of a single
case have not been uncommon. As a result of this lit-
erary devotion to the unusual, the bizarre, and the
unique, the average patient has become the ’’forgotten
man” of psychiatric literature.^
In their preface to Mental Disorders in Urban Areas
,
Paris and Dunham note that ’’this is the first application
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of a refined ecological technique to the problems of mental
disorder.”^ This was in 1939.
Prior to the two studies mentioned above, much was as-
sumed but little was known about the etiological background
of insanity. Unsupported statements were made and conclu-
sions drawn that had little or no basis in reality.
Civilization is often held to be a basic factor in men-
tal disease. Freudians maintain that mental disorders
are the price of the artificial restrictions and inhibi-
tions which civilization imposes upon men and women.
The complexity of modern culture, with the multiplicity
of responses and adjustments which are required of the
individual, inevitably means that some persons are un-
equal to the demands upon their physical strength and
mental poise.
^
The various types of insanity have a significant and
Interesting distribution over the city. The senile psy-
choses, the inherited diseases... show a noticeable lack
of concentration. These diseases seem to be less af-
fected by the social Influences that ecological tech-
niques uncover. Manic-depressive insanity shows consid-
erable concentration in Jewish areas, where culture con-
flict is at its height and the marginal man broods in
isolation. ...Schizophrenic cases are especially high
in immigrant areas, particularly in those of first set-
tlement. Culture shock apparently operates here with
devastating results.^
These are the types of statements which appeared in the
text-books before 1940, and, indeed, are still quite widely
accepted as standard. They seem to show a lack of under-
standing of the complexity of the causative factors, a
1. Robert E. L. Faris and H. Warren Dunham, Ment al
Disorders in Urban Areas
, p. xxi
.
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suparficiality of approach, and a willingness to jump to con-
clusions which are not warranted by adequate research. There
is an assumption that social environment must have an effect
upon mental stability that may or may not be true.
In 1940 Dr. Dayton published a study of 89,190 cases
after twelve years work financed by the Rockefeller Founda-
tion.^ This book, dealing with the admission of patients to
mental hospitals in Massachusetts betv/een 1917-1933, treats
socio-economic details. The emphasis, however, is upon eco-
nomic conditions rather than economic areas. He deals with
the factors of age, sex, nativity, alcohol and marital fac-
tors. The study indicates an increase in the rates of psy-
choses during a period of economic and social stress and
strain, as during the early years of the depression and
during the first year of prohibition. ’Mhile Interesting as
background material, this volume is actually dealing with a
different topic from ours and is not too comparable.
There is one book, however, that is roughly parallel in
approach to the work of this thesis. That is the study by
Dunham and Faris. In this work, published in 1939, these
two sociologists have done much the same type of study with
Chicago that is here attempted with Providence. In fact,
this thesis owes some of its form to suggestions garnered
from a reading of their book.
1, Neil A. Dayton, New Facts on Mental Disorders
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They conclude that the pattern of rates in an urban area
indicates that the type of social life and conditions in cer-
tain parts of a city tend to produce mental disorders. They
found that while there was a very definite pattern to the
location of schizophrenia in the city, there was no such ev-
ident distribution of the manic depressive psychoses. The
schizophrenics were found to be allied in concentration with
the e^cological pattern of the city. The heaviest concentra-
tions were in the socially disorganized sections of the city,
with the heaviest incidence of psychosis in the central sec-
tion of the city. They believe that areas that encourage
isolation are naturally schizophrenic producing areas.
It seems to this writer that Paris and Dunham showed a
statistical bias in their study that invalidates their con-
clusions. But their method of procedure and their compila-
tions are invaluable. The fact that they ruled out alterna-
tive conclusions without adequate analysis makes acceptance
of their results, at the best, dubious.
While this review of the literature is obviously scanty,
this is Indicative of the lack of material in this field.
As far as the writer knows, the task of examining the mater-
ial concerning areas productive of mental disorders has
scarcely been approached. There is no indication that there
has been any such attack by either a social worker or a psy-
chiatrist.
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SOCIO-ECONOMIC DIVISION OF PROVIDENCE.
Th.0 City of Providence lies slightly north of the east-
central portion of Rhode Island at the head of Narragansett
Bay. It is one of the older cities in the United States,
having been founded in 1636. The city was incorporated by
an act passed on November 5, 1831, effective the first Mon-
day of June, 1832. Portions of Cranston were re-annexed to
Providence, June 10, 1868, March 28, 1873, and June 1, 1892*
Part of North Providence was annexed March 28, 1873, and May
1, 1874. A section of the Town of Johnston was re-annexed
June 1, 1898, and April 16, 1919. These territorial gains
are important to understand since they explain the dispro-
portionate Increases in population more satisfactorily than
do increased immigration quotas.
Originally, Providence was built on seven hills: Col-
lege Hill, Constitution Hill, Tockwotton Hill, Smith Hill,
Federal Hill, Christian Hill, the junction of Cranston and
Westminster Streets, and Weybosset Hill, These hills, par-
ticularly College Hill, have an Important bearing upon our
study. The central business district found a natural en-
vironment for its purposes in the flatter sections at the
base of the hills and close to the waterfront. Directly to
the east of the business district. College Hill rises
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precipitously. Early in the development of the city this
area was occupied by the wealthy financial and business fam-
ilies who wished to be out of the center of the city and yet
close to their Interests in the business district and along
the waterfront. The establishment of Brovm University in
this neighborhood also served as a preventative for the mi-
gration of poorer elements into this section. The combina-
tion of the steep hill, the early settlement of the commer-
cial interests and the site of Brown University, gives Provi-
dence the relatively rare phenomenon of an exclusive resi-
dential district bordering on the heart of the industrial
area. There has been a tendency in recent years for the
wealthier to retreat somewhat from this Lower East Side to
the East Side further to the east and northeast. This was
probably forced by the limitations of land for the nouveau
ri che .
To the north and south, where this hill becomes more
gradual in its ascent, industry has made its inroads and
there is a sharp deterioration in the neighborhoods in the
Camp and Fox Point neighborhoods. V'^liiie these sections are
almost equidistant from the Downtown area, they are in sharp
contrast as to their social organization. The remainder of
the city follows fairly regularly the normal population dis-
tribution of any large city with a fanning out from the cen-
tral, deteriorated sections to the better, more suburban
neighborhoods
.
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At the time of the 1940 U. S. Census, the population
of Providence was 253,504 in an area of 18.91 square miles.
The city, however, serves a contiguous metropolitan area of
over 500,000, many of whom work in Providence but live in
the neighboring political sub-divisions. Principal indus-
tries are textile, rubber and jewelry.
Providence is a relatively stable city. At no time
have there been any dramatic or upsetting population shifts
or changes. From 1915 to 1940 the population increased only
5,844, from 247,660 to 253,504. This is an increase of only
two per cent in an entire generation. Thus it becomes ob-
vious that the stream of immigration was so gradual as to
have little if any effect upon the stability of the popula-
tion, The flow of foreign immigrants and southern Negroes
found their way to other cities much more frequently than to
Providence. For the entire city there are 11 , 2% native
whites, 20.2^ foreign born whites, and 2,6^ non-whites. The
segregation is not as sharp as in most other cities. Of the
foreign born, the greater number come from Italy (17,010),
Canada (5,668), Eire (5,659), England and Wales (4,785), and
U. S. S. R. (4,260)
1. Dr. Leon E. Truesdell, Population and Housing
Statistics for Census Tracts
,
Providence, Rhode Island,
Bureau of the Census, U. S, Department of Commerce, Govern
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The problem that presented itself in dealing with the
heterogeneous elements that make up the city was that of
separating and differentiating between the various types of
population, and yet treat as a unit peoples of a homogene-
out nature living in the same kind of neighborhood under
the same general conditions. It was necessary to group i-
dentical peoples living under identical social conditions
so that they might be treated as a unit. For this purpose
United States census tracts of the City of Providence were
used.
Census tracts are small areas, having a population u-
suaily between 3,000 and 6,000, into which certain large
cities (and sometimes their adjacent areas) have been
sub-divided for statistical and local administrative
purposes, through cooperation with a local committee in
each case. While this sub-division into tracts has been
more or less arbitrary, several principles have been
followed in general in laying out the tracts for each
city. The tract areas are established with a view to
approximate uniformity in population, with some consid-
eration of unifoimiity in size, and with due regard for
natural barriers. Each tract is designed to include an
area fairly homogeneous in population characteristics.
In cities where the ward lines are infrequently changed,
the tracts may form sub-divisions of the wards, though
they are usually laid out without regard to the ward
boundaries. The tracts are intended to remain unchanged
from census to census and thus to make possible studies
of changes in social and economic characteristics of the
population within small sections of the city.^
The City of Providence is divided into forty-nine of
these sub-divisions. Figure I, is a map of the city with
the census tracts marked off. It is to be noted that the
1, ibid. p. 1
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street names, rivers and railroads are given where these
form the boundary between tracts. It should also be obser-
ved that it is possible for a person living on one side of
a street to be in one census tract while the neighbor on
the other side of the street is in another tract. This oc-
curs when a street serves as the boundary between tracts.
While it means that there must be some over-lapping in the
populations of the various tracts as to their type and socio-
economic status, this must be the case when it is necessary
to draw artificial borders.
The population within the census tracts ranges from
9,781 in tract number one to 1,696 in tract number thirty-
one. The median population is 4,770. The small population
within each census tract makes it difficult to obtain enough
cases within each of these individual areas to arrive at any
reliable conclusions. As a result it was necessary to alter
the process to minimize the chance of error due to an in-
sufficient statistical sample. As is pointed out in the e-
valuation of data for small areas:
Users of data for the smaller areas (5,000 and under)
should bear in mind that the data compiled for such areas
represent the work of a very small number of enumerators
(often only one or two). Consequently, the data for such
areas are subject to a wider margin of error than is to
be expected for larger areas.... The misinterpretation
by an enumerator of instructions pertaining to a partic-
ular item may cause a significant bias in the statistics
for a very small community, even though it v/ould havn a
negligible effect upon the figures for a large area.^
1. ibid. p. 3
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To compensate for this, and for the small number of
psychotlcs in the smaller census tracts, certain tracts were
combined into what the writer terms ^neighborhood areas.”
Those tracts with a small population were combined with areas
of a similar composition which are contiguous. There was no
union of tracts that showed statistically significant vari-
ations. In certain cases it was necessary, because of the
lack of an adjacent section with an equally homogeneous pop-
ulation, to use a single census tract as a neighborhood area*
Fortunately, in the four cases where this was necessary, each
census tract had an adequate population, larger than the
median by a substantial margin.
This method offers many conveniences for statistical
purposes. Our original forty-nine segments are now reduced
to nineteen areas which are less unwieldy and more readily
understood. For convenience of treatment we apply to each
of these nineteen sub-divisions of the city the name that
is customarily applied. Of course, since the apportionment
was done more scientifically than is popular usuage, many
streets and sections will not fall into the classifications
that are popularly held; but they are roughly similar. Table
1. (p.22) shows which census tracts were combined to form
the neighborhood areas and Figure II. (p. 23), illustrates
this graphically. Figure III. (p. 24), pictures the finished
result which was used for plotting purposes in this work. It
is to be noted that the neighborhood areas are for the most
I
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part smaller in the central section of the city and larger |
on the outskirts. This is indicative of the more crowded
conditions in the industrial areas and of the heterogeneous
||
populations that prevented the combining of many census '
tracts. The patterning of areas is also somewhat comparable 1 !
to the concentric circle type of city divisions used in i
other studies, radiating from the Downtown or commercial- I
industrial section. Providence does not seem to be as amen- 'j
able to such sharp cleavages as most other cities.
|
Each of the nineteen sub-divisions was inspected for
certain criteria in order to evaluate its social composition I
or rate of deterioration. These criteria were per cent of
native born whites, per cent of homes occupied by owners,
median monthly rents, and median school years completed.
All figures used are from the United States Genus of 1940.^
While it is recognized that there is a tendency for these
criteria to overlap somewhat, this is true of all social '
phenomena. The use of these criteria does, however, repre-
sent an attempt to measure social conditions on an objective
basis
.
The term native born whites is self-explanatory. A
person born in the United States or any of its territories
j
or possessions is classified as native born. Any Mexicans
that may be residing in the city are termed white. Negroes,
1. ibid. pp. 4-28
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TABLE I
PROVIDENCE NEIGHBORHOOD AREAS BY CENSUS TRACTS
Neighborhood Areas Census Tract Nos.
1. Camp 46
2, Downtown 1
3. East Side 45, 47, 48, 49
4. Elmhurst 37, 39
5. Elmwood 5, 10, 11, 15, 16
6. Federal Hill 19, 21, 25
7. Fox Point 42
8. Lower East Side 43, 44
9. Manton 32
10. Mount Pleasant 22, 28, 33
11 . North End 36, 38
12. Olneyville 26, 27, 30
13. Silver Lake 29, 31
14. Smith Hill 20, 34, 35
15. South Providence 2, 3, 4, 9
16. Wanskuck 40, 41
17. Washington Park 12, 13, 14
18. West End 6, 18, 24
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Chinese, etc» are classified as non-whites. The author’s
aim in a separation along these lines is to indicate the
degree of social shock. It is assumed by sociologists that
there is less social conflict in neighborhoods where the
population is similar in color and oriented by birth and
upbringing to customs and mores under which they live.
Figure IV. (p. 26), shows the percentages of native born
whites in the various neighborhood areas.
For the entire city, as we have noted, there are 11,2%
native whites, 20,2$^ foreign born whites, and 2.6^ non-
whites (or 22.8^ non-native whites). The foreign born
whites and non-v/hites are alike in that both represent
groups of a different social and cultural background than
the bulk of the population and are subject to greater prej-
udice, discrimination and stress. They are grouped togeth-
er in this study. The placement of the percentages of non-
native whites throughout the city is important to note for
later comparison with the psychotic rates in the various
neighborhoods. The range runs from 64.6^ native white pop-
ulation in Fox Point and 68.6^ in the Camp Neighborhood to
85,6% in the East Side. Both the low percentage neighbor-
hoods have between 12^ and 15^ Negroes. As for the pattern
ing, we see that the areas having the lowest percentage of
native born whites are along the waterfront adjacent to the
docks, wharves and Industrial manufacturers. The area hav-
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OF NATIVE BORN WHITES
AP£AS IN PROVIDENCE,.. 19^0
L^\J
East Side, The center of the city with its surrounding
neighborhoods has between and 74.9^ native bom whites,
or just below the city average of 11,2%. The north and
northwestern neighborhoods have between 75^ and 19 ,^%>', they
cluster about the mean. The southern neighborhoods have
between 80^ and 84,9^, or better than the mean for native
born white population.
The city as a whole shows a fairly consistent pattern
for the distribution of foreign born T/hites and non-whites.
The Lower East Side is the only really inconsistent area
in the pattern. Sandwiched as it is between Camp and Pox
Point, it still shows a percentage composition closer to
that of the western sections of the city. A break down of
this neighborhood into its two census tracts (43 and 44),
demonstrates that this is due to the fact that there has
been an infiltration of non-native whites and Negroes from
the Camp, Fox Point and Downtown neighborhoods into the
more westerly section (census tract 43) while the easterly
and suburban section (tract 44) east of Governor Street
has been more resistant to this infiltration and is more
closely aligned to the East Side. This might indicate the
separation of these two sections into individual neighbor-
hood areas, but other factors ruled against this.
The next criterion applied to the various neighbor-
hoods was that of percentage of homes owned by the persons
who live in them. A high degree of home ownership indicates
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a high, degree of stability. It also points to an amount
of economic security and financial well being. In general,
we find that those neighborhoods where people have invested
their money in homes that they live in are kept in better
condition and have a more permanent population than other
neighborhoods
.
The per cent of homes occupied by owners was tabulated
according to those homes so occupied at the time of enumer-
ation during the 1940 census. Other classifications made,
but not used for this study, were ’’tenant-occupied” and
’’vacant, for sale or rent,” and ’’vacant, not for sale or
rent . ”
Figure V. (p. 29), shows the percentage of owner oc-
cupied homes in each of the neighborhood areas. For the
entire city 21 ,Q% of the homes are occupied by their owners
The range is from 7.6^ of the homes occupied by their own-
ers in the Downtown Neighborhood Area to 52.9^ in the East
Side. The patterning in this instance is almost a perfect
radiation from the Downtown area in the center of the City
to the greater concentrations of home ownership in the out-
lying areas. It is to be noted that Elmhurst, East Side
and Camp all have a proportion of better than 50^. The
next best sections in this regard are Washington Park, Elm-
wood, Wanskuck and Manton. While they are in opposite
points in the city, they all have the advantage of distance
from the central business district.
rr
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That the central section of the city has the lowest
percentage of home ov/nership is to he expected. This is
the rooming house section and considered the slum area.
Other reports also indicate that this area has the greatest
amount of illegitimate births, alcoholism and juvenile
delinquency. It has a highly transient population.
The third criterion to be used is median monthly rents.
If no cash rent was paid, an estimated rent was arrived at
by using the rental value of surrounding property of equiv-
alent worth. Rents of vacant dwellings were arrived at by
discovering the rents paid during those portions of the
year when they were occupied. The median was considered
a more reliable measure than the mean since it avoids bias
due to a few extremely high or low rents. Figure VI. (p.32)
shows the difference in rental areas in the city.
The median for the city is a monthly rental of f28.65,
and the range runs from $21.61 in the Federal Hill area and
$21.72 in the Downtown area to $61.59 in the East Side.
This was on the estimated rent excluding furniture but with
the average estimated cost to the tenant of water, elec-
tricity, gas and other fuels. We thus eliminate the differ-
entials that would be shown due to inclusion or exclusion
by certain landlords of certain of these utilities.
The patterning of rents is not as definite as that of
some of the other factors. We see that the high rental
neighborhoods are the East Side, Lower East Side and, in the
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dsowjae'is ©Bit aeia aliid drxi^ a^soibni oeIb a;^IOQ0^ 'leridd
ollffovnt ruelloxfooXfi ^ax^^}^Xd ©daaildXgoIXX *io XnjJoiaB
.rroIdBluqoq ii\elcr.B*id '^Irl^Xrf a asn' dl . -^onexjpnlXab
.edfjoT nBXbem aX boair ec oX noXieXlio b*iXiiX ©li-*' .
Xb b©vl^*lJB 8B\v Xno^ bec^BiclXe© na ,bXsq sbw Xn©*i d&BO on
-vXiipo ^X'leqoncr 3nXor:BCT:*TX/fe Xo Gulev Xadne*! ©xiX gnici; ^d
^d Xb b&vi^*iB ©*i©w a^nlXXowCf XnBoev eXn©fi .rfXqo/f XnoXB
©riX lo enolXTipq ©HOr!X snlinb blaq eXas'x odX gnl'idvooeib
be-ioblKnoo zbs oBibo-r orfC .belqnooo ertevy neriw ib&x
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s
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noXenXox© no noXenXonl oX enb I'fworia ©d bXnor. XariX aXalXae
.eftiXXXXXi; oaedX lo nlBXnao lo sonoIbnaX n.tBXn©o ^d
lo XadX EB t'XinX'lob gb Xon eX eXnen lo SjnXnneXXsq odT
lBXn©n ri^Xd ©di XBriX soe o« .anoXoBl noriXo ©dX lo ©moa
©rfX nX .bna ©bX2 Xeb2 newoJ ^©foXS Xcb2 odX ana aboori'nodd^Xon
southern part of the city, Elmwood and Washington Park.
The center of the city is the low rent area, but we see that
in addition to Federal Hill, Downtown and Fox Point, Wan-
skuck and North End are also low rent sections. Olneyville
and Silver Lake in the western section are also low rent
neighborhoods
.
Unlike studies done on many other cities, this does
not show the sharp rental differentials as areas become
further removed from the center of the city. This is prob-
ably influenced by the nature of the textile industry which
has located in the outer reaches of the city as Wanskuck,
Olneyville and Silver Lake.
The fourth criterion this writer applied to the neigh-
borhood areas was educational. This was the measure of
median school years completed. For this purpose the last
full year completed in the regular school system, including
public, private, parochial school or college or university
was used. The census of school years completed was re-
stricted to persons twenty-five years of age and over, since
it is assumed that for all practical purpos.es they have
finished their formal schooling. For the use of median
years the first year of high school is computed as year nine
Figure VII. (p. 33), shows median year of school com-
pleted in each of the neighborhood areas. The median school
year completed in the city as a whole by persons twenty-five
years of age or older is 8.4. The range moves from 6.6
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IffiDIAN SCHOOL YEARS COMPLETED






* Persons 25 years of age and older*.
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r
years in the Federal Hill Neighborhood to 12.6 in the Lower
East Side and 12.07 in the East Side. Elmwood and Washing-
ton Park in the southern suburban area also show up in the
pattern as having a higher degree of education. The neigh-
borhood areas in the northern and western sections of the
city show a low amount of schooling, all falling below the
median for the city. The criterion of education, it will
be seen, does not follow the same general patterning as
the other criteria in the City of Providence. There is not
the same patterning from the center of the city. Median
school years completed approaches the pattern of nativity
(Figure IV.) more closely than the other patterns, but even
this is only approximate.
The use of the criteria discussed in this chapter has
given us a scale by which we can measure the incidence of
psychoses in relation to social and environmental factors.
It was felt, however, that this was still an unwieldy form.
It v;ould mean that there would be four standards, each of
which might offer a different correlation. Even more im-
portant is the fact that persons just do not live in a
neighborhood with any one of these criteria. They are sur-
rounded by all these factors which have a constant and con-
tinuous effect, acting and interacting in an environmental
Influence upon the individual. To try to isolate any one
of these factors without accounting for other omnipresent
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In order to provide for this and offer a uniform social
scale that might be applied to any neighborhood area in the
city, an index was devised to group the four criteria into
one index figure for each neighborhood. For each criterion
the neighborhood areas were arranged in rank order from one
to nineteen. In each case the number one ranking was given
to that area having the best sociological conditions for
the criterion being measured and number nineteen for the
worst conditions. Number one ranking was given for the
percentage of native born whites, the highest percentage
of homes occupied by owners, highest median monthly rents,
and the greatest number of median school years completed.
Each neighborhood area received a number from one to nine-
teen. In cases where two neighborhood areas had the same
score for a criterion, the rank was halved between them,
i.e., if two sections tied for position eight and nine in
median school years completed, they were given the rank
eight and a half and ranks ei^t and nine were not used.
As far as the writer knows from his inspection of the lit-
erature, this method of indexing a city has never been used
before
.
The gross scores were then totaled for each neighbor-
hood area for the four criteria, and the neighborhood areas
were ranged from low score to high score and in turn given
one index number from one to nineteen. The lowest number
(one) is judged to have the best environmental conditions
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while the highest number (nineteen) is judged to have the
worst. The numbers between one and nineteen give the rank
order of all the other neighborhood areas. While some
criticism may be levelled against this method since it
does not give weight to amounts of each criterion, it is
accurate for the ranking of the sub-divisions of the city,
and this is what this study is primarily interested in.
Table II. (p. 37), gives the index numbers for each
of the neighborhood areas with its rank order in the city.
As might be expected, the East Side is easily the possessor
of the best environmental influences and is accordingly
ranked one. Two areas, Elmwood and Washington Park, are
tied for position in the number two rank. In the worst
position is the Federal Hill area closely follov/ing Fox
Point. This is contrary to the general assumption in
working with ecological data, which usually presumes that
the Downtown section must have the worst living conditions.
Here we see that in Providence the areas immediately adja-
cent to the center of the city provide the least favorable
sociological conditions.
To check the validity of our index scores a graph was
drawn to see how closely it would approximate a normal
curve of distribution. Figure VIII. (p. 38), demonstrates
this distribution. The curve has the same general shape
as a normal curve, but it is skewed somewhat to the left.
This was to be expected from the U. S. Census figures.
*1
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PROVIDEITCE NEIGHBORHOOD AREAS BY INDEX NUMBERS
Neighborhood Areas Index Numbers Rank Order
East Side 5 1
Elmwood 17 2
Washington Park 17 2
Lower East Side 22 4
Elmhurst 25j 5
V/est Elmwood 30 6
Mount Pleasant 32i 7
Camp 34 8
Manton 38i 9
Silver Lake 42 10
South Providence 42i 11
Olneyville 45 12
Smith Hill 50i 13
North End 52 14
Wanskuck 55 15
West End 56 16
Downtown 64i 17
Fox Point 69 18
Federal Hill 71 19
’1
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since they indicate a greater number of census tracts in
the lower economic status than in the very high position.
It is also in line with what one would expect in an in-
dustrial city, particularly one in which more than one-
fifth of the population is foreign born. The mean for the
distribution is 40.5 and the standard deviation is 17,
Figure IX. (p, 40), gives our final graphic analysis
of the city's socio-economic neighborhood areas. This is
the division of the city according to our derived index
figures. Outstanding is the patterning of the poorer
socio-economic sections. Beginning in the center and in-
cluding the West End Neighborhood, slightly southwest of
the Downtown area, the worst social conditions extend
like the radius of a wheel directly north. In addition
to Federal Hill and Fox Point, this spoke of the v/heel
includes West End, Downtown, Smith Hill, North End, and
Wanskuck. Silver Lake, Manton and Olneyville, in the
western section of the city, are clustered about the me-
dian of 42. South Providence, just south of Downtown, is
also in this category, Elmhurst in the northwest section
and Elmwood and Washington Park in the southern end, with
the Lower East Side, make up the second most favored
group behind only the East Side in status. Moimt Pleasant,
West Elmwood and Camp in widely scattered sections, but
in relatively similar locations in respect to the indus-
trial area, are in the third position, enjoying a status
nl eioii'iit Btfaneo lo ‘i©G.T3Jun t » ©rfaoifonl Tfon'cf t*onls •
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INDEX OF SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS
BY NEIGHBORHOOD AREAS IN PROVIDENCE, 19^0
Z
7I
better than the mean or median for the whole city.
The foregoing chapter has outlined the relative socio-
economic position of nineteen separate neighborhood areas
in the City of Providence. The pattern of environmental
conditions has been sketched for four separate and inde-
pendent factors. These four factors were then combined to
form a general socio-economic index for application to each
neighborhood area and to the entire city. It now remains
to see how the incidence of psychoses fits in with this
social patterning.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PSYCHOSES.
It is the purpose of this chapter to define and de-
scribe the various psychoses used in this study. As has
already been mentioned in Chapter I. the records used in
this survey were those of the Rhode Island State Hospital
for Mental Diseases, Howard, Rhode Island, for the period
1938 through 1947 Inclusive. Since this hospital used the
classification as approved by the American Psychiatric As-
sociation, this form was used for this work. Only diag-
noses actually used in this thesis are discussed here.
Those listed but not encountered as actual admissions to
this hospital have been ignored.
Psychoses with cerebral arteriosclerosis is a disease
usually associated with late middle age and old age.^ A
sclerosis of the cerebral blood vessels takes place, and
there is a mental disorder which may fluctuate. It may
accompany general arteriosclerosis or be localized in the
cerebral region. 'Nhj the sclerosis should localize in the
brain is still unknown. Age of onset is usually between
1. Description of the symptoms of all the psychoses
listed in this chapter are from a consensus of the Statis -
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fifty and sixty-five. Symptoms may include all or part of
the following: mental fatigue, dizziness, irritability,
anxiety, reduced work capacity, inability to concentrate,
childishness, emotional instability, obstinacy, and memory
disturbances. There may be outbursts of excitability and
delirious and anxious states. There is neglect of personal
appearance and failure to bathe. Coordination becomes
poor; delusions, particularly of a persecutory nature, ap-
pear; speech is slower and poorly pronounced. Defective
judgment and lack of inhibitions in a sexual direction are
common. The first symptom is frequently an apoplectic
stroke
.
Senile psychoses seem to be due to a progressive dis-
solution of highly specialized nerve tissue during the
senile period of life. Vi/hy this psychosis occurs in some
persons and not in others is still an unanswered question.
It is suggested by some psychiatrists that this may be due
to less durable neurones. There is a self-centering of
Interest, a tendency to reminisce, and an inability to
assimilate new experiences. Recent memory is poor. The
onset of the disease is gradual. Symptoms include less-
ened ambition and activity and interest. There is resent-
fulness of the young, affections are dulled, and a general
distrust and prying ensues. Personal appearance is neg-
lected and toilet habits are careless. In general, there
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and personality patterns. Finally, the patient loses all
ability to remember recent events and lives further and
further back in the past, often in distant childhood.
Senile deterioration is a further disorganization of
the personality in the senile person. There are defects
of attention and concentration and often misidentification
of persons. Persons having this psychosis are restless,
wander about, and may have marked irritability and assault-
iveness. They may have persistent or fleeting delusions.
The deterioration may progress to a vegetative existence.
Senile presbyophrenic psychosis is characterized by a
defect of memory and confabulation. The previous, usually
warm and friendly, personality is maintained but there is
a tendency to vacillate between friendliness and irritabil-
ity. These persons are quite talkative and appear to be
alert but are out of contact with their environment. They
are constantly busy in a restless, unproductive or destruc-
tive manner.
Senile paranoids are usually persons who throughout
life have been dissatisfied and have used projection and
the like as defense mechanisms. There are always delusions,
usually persecutory, but there may be no memory loss. Hal-
lucinations and delusions are more common than in any of
the other senile psychoses. Consciousness and orientation
most frequently remain undisturbed.
Alzheimer's Disease is characterized by a very marked
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brain atrophy and pronounced neurofibral lesions. Symptoms
vary but may include rapid mental deterioration, memory
defects, restlessness, disorientation, confusion, delirium,
and disturbances of speech such as aphasia, paraphasia,
lococlonia and iterative repetition. Restless, plucking
movements are common. Spasticity and epileptiform seizures
occur in advanced cases. There are hallucinations and
delusions. Since there are cases of this disease in the
forties, it is sometimes temed as pre-senile.
All the above psychoses are held to be associated with
old age and are so grouped in this report.
Alcoholic psychoses are those psychoses that are due
to addiction to Intoxicating beverages. Since alcoholism
may be a symptom of another psychosis, an accurate diag-
nosis is imperative here. There is sudden excitation or
twilight states, often with a misconception of a situation.
There are delusions and hallucinations and marked emotion-
al reactions such as anxiety or rage. Attacks may last a
few minutes or some hours or days. Amnesia for the attack
follows
.
Korsakoff's psychosis is sometimes known as chronic
delirium as contrasted with the acute delirium tremens,
in this syndrome, hov»rever, after the acute state there is a
marked defect of retention and confabulation. Polyneuritis
is frequently, but not always, part of the syndrome and may
leave permanent physical defects.
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Alcoholic paranoids are so diagnosed when they show




tent. This is usually associated with delusions of in-
j fidelity.
I Alcoholic deterioration is the diagnosis for those
chronic alcoholics who show signs of ethical and moral de-
ij
'! terioration. There is emotional blunting and evidences of
l|
ij organic memory defects.
i;
Psychoses due to, or associated with, infection in-
clude those psychoses due to syphilis. The only large group
in this category is luetic meningo-encephalitis (general
I
paresis) . Onset is usually gradual. Headache and dizzi-
ness, loss of memory for recent events, confusion, delirium,
clouding of consciousness and sometimes stupor are present.
The psychosis is usually accompanied by delusions of gran-
deur, involving the possession of fantastic sums of money,
a feeling of well-being and a lack of courtesy. In later
j
stages disorientation and confusion are complete. Other
|i
types of syphilitic psychoses are meningo-vascular syphilis
1^
and syphilis of the central nervous system.
Psychoses due to convulsive disorders (epilepsy) in-
clude epileptic deterioration which is characterized by men-
tal dullness, slowness of memory and association, irritabil-
ity or apathy. There may also be paranoid delusions and
hallucinations
.
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deep confusion or bewilderment immediately preceding, fol-
I
lowing or accompanying a convulsive attack. There may be
I fear or religious exultation, hallucinations and violent
outbreaks and ecstasy. In its later stages there is ob-
vious deterioration and it is then labeled deterioration.
Psychoses due to a drug or other exogenous poison are
limited to mental disorders of a psychotic nature caused
by a metal (long exposure to a metallic poisoning), by gas
(carbon monoxide, illuminating gas, and automobile exhaust),
by opium or a derivative and by excessive use of other
drugs (such as cocaine, bromides, chloral, acetanilide,
phenacetin, sulphonal, trional and proprietary combinations)
The psychoses due to disturbance of circulation in-
clude cerebral embolism, cardio-renal disease and psychoses
with cerebral arteriosclerosis. The last named has been
included among those associated with psychoses of old age
since it usually falls among the aged. Cerebral embolism
is also included among the old age psychoses although it
is a very rare occurrence.
Cardio-renal disease contains those psychotic disturb-
ances, delirium and temporary periods of confusion, exper-
ienced by persons with heart disease. It usually occurs
at night, during stages of decompensation, and is accom-
panied by fearful hallucinations. Concentration and mem-
ory are impaired and there may be a marked fluctuation in
mental clearness. Also placed in this classification are
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psychotic changes due to both acute and chronic kidney
disease. Such mental changes occur in five to ten per cent
of persons with serious cardio-renal or heart disease.
The psychoses due to disturbances of metabolism,
growth, nutrition or endocrine function usually Includes
the senile psychoses, deterioration, and presbyophrenia
and senile paranoia, but for the purpose of analysis in
this study these psychoses are listed among psychoses u-
sually associated with old age. The others in this cat-
egory are in the Involutional psychoses and psychoses with
other somatic disease.
Involutional melancholia occurs as a depression in
middle life and later years and is usually associated with
the menopause. In women this psychosis makes its appear-
ance in the middle and late forties and in men in the late
fifties. There is an agitation, uneasiness, insomnia and
most frequently a self- condemnatory attitude and hypochon-
driasis. We find that such persons have usually been in-
hibited, worrisome, intolerant, reticent, sensitive, fru-
gal, meticulous, stubborn, excessively moral, lacking in
humor, self-punishing and with narrow interests. There
has usually been an underlying feeling of insecurity.
Involutional paranoid diagnoses are given to those
persons having an involutional psychosis in which the dom-
inant characteristic is the paranoid delusions. These take
the form of persecution, suspiciousness and misinterpretation.
81^
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i In their pre-psychotic life they had a personality some-
what similar to that of the involutional melancholic but
tended to use defensive reactions, criticism of others,
,
jealousy, and a projection of blame.
|! Other involutional psychoses are so classified when
||
they do not fit the behavior pattern of either the para-
I
noid or the melancholic. There is some dispute, partic-
I ularly in the classification of this psychotic group, as
to whether, it should not be listed under the psychogenic
psychoses
.
The question as to whether a distinct place in any
classification of mental diseases should be accorded
to involutional melancholia (or the other involution-
psychoses) has been the occasion of much discussion.
Many psychiatrists have considered that this affec-
tive disturbance should be looked upon as a modified
manic-depressive psychosis occurring at a particular
physiological epoch. In addition, however, to its
affective characteristics there are special physio-
logical and psychological factors of such dynamic
importance and so peculiar to that period of the
individual’s life during which the mental distur-
bance occurs that separate consideration is justi-
fied.
...The present official classification of mental
disorders includes the involutional psychoses among
those due to disturbances of metabolism, growth, nu-
trition of endocrine function. While changes at the
somatic level of integration undoubtedly contribute
directly or indirectly to the disorders of personal-
ity included among the Involutional psychoses yet
the author considers that factors other than dis-
turbances in these functions are more important in
their production.^
p. 301
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The final psychosis classified as due to disturbances
of metabolism, growth, nutrition or endocrine function is
psychoses with other somatic disease. This includes all
psychoses connected with the development of a somatic
disease excluding those otherwise specified; such as psy-
choses with infectious diseases and post-infectious psy-
choses.
Psychoses with intracranial neoplasm is diagnosed
when a psychosis develops during the growth of a brain
tumor whether the tumor is primary or secondary.
The last of the diseases listed as having an organic
foundation is Huntington’s Chorea. This is a hereditary
disease transmitted in a single dominant gene. Ho one
has ever been known to have this disease who could not
trace it to his direct forebears. Onset is insidious
between the ages of thirty and forty- five. There is an
emotional deterioration, an ethical blunting and an im-
pairment of memory, attention and judgment. Choreiform
movements appear first in the upper extremity, neck and
face. There are all types of bizarre, involuntary move-
ments of a clumsy, irregular, jerky, stretchy natxire.
The next classification is that of disorders of psy-
chogenic origin or without clearly defined tangible cause
or structural change. This has six major classifications;
manic depressive psychoses, dementia praecox (schizophre-
nia)
,
paranoia, paranoid conditions, psychoses with psycho-
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pathic personality and psychoses with mental deficiency.
It is with these psychoses of psychogenic origin that a
study of this nature must be primarily concerned. For
if factors other than physical illness, i.e., social,
economic and other environmental influences, are deter-
minative of the rate of psychoses in any given nei^bor-
hood area, we should expect to find the effects in this
group of psychoses. This would be true by definition,
since functional psychoses are generated by emotional
conflicts and organic psychoses arise from bodily changes
independent of an individual's feelings or environmental
pressures
.
The manic-depressive psychoses are known as affec-
tive psychoses since affect is so dominant in the ill-
ness. There is still much dispute among psychiatrists
as to whether there is a hereditary factor involved,
with many asserting there is and others believing that
it is merely the case of a cyclothymic family environ-
ment. Whichever is the case, there is as yet no evidence
as to how this mental disease is transmitted by heredi-
tary genes. The most common incidence seems to be in
those persons of a pyknic (Sheldon's Endomorph) physique,
short and stocky. Their temperament is described as
cyclothymic and extraverted (Sheldon's visceratonic)
.
There are two distinct phases in this psychosis,
the manic and the depressive. An individual seems to
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swing from a highly elated, excited period, to a deep
depression and then back again. The patient may remain
in either of these phases from several days to many years.
Although the affect is cyclical, the individual may not
necessarily complete the entire swing. He may merely
enter into periodic depressions or periodic phases of
mania. Since Kraeplin recognized the fact that both the
mania and the depression are merely different aspects of
the same Illness, there has been a growing tendency to
believe that there is an underlying depression in even
the elated stage.
Manic depressive psychosis, manic, is characterized
by an elation of spirits, overtalkativeness, irritability,
increased motor activity, extreme over-activity, and a
flight of ideas. There may be transitory swings to de-
pression. The patient requires little sleep and is con-
stantly in motion. Clinically can be seen the tendency
towards over-decoration, i.e., the use of too much make-
up, gaudy clothing and the indiscriminate use of jewelry.
There may be delusions of grandeur with many grandiose
schemes. These patients become prolific writers, ad-
dressing very lengthy letters to the most important per-
sonages. Clifford W. Beers gives an excellent descrip-
tion of the over-activity of the manic.
^
1. Beers, Clifford W., The Mind That Found Itself
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The manic depressive, depressed, demonstrates the
depths of despair and depression. There is a mental and
motor retardation. The depression is at times of an agi-
tated type in which the patient sobs and cries pitifully,
blaming himself for all types of misdeeds. But the pa-
tient can merely remain immobile, without moving or
speaking for long periods of time. The retardation of
movement and the feeling of the uselessness of living in
the individual often makes it difficult merely to keep
the patient alive. As the patient leaves the depths of
depression and swings into more activity, there is a con-
stant danger of suicide. Persons who have depressive
episodes without a manic interlude, are found usually to
have been timid, insecure, lacking in sociability, rigid
in ideas, and worrisome, prudish and over-conscientious.
It is believed that many persons enter into a mild de-
pression characterized by fatigue, low spirits and somat-
ic complaints, that is not recognized and passes almost
unnoticed. On the other hand, the most intense depres-
sion is actually a depressive stupor.
The manic depressive, circular, swings completely
from the manic to the depressive phase and vice versa
without a period of recovery or freedom from symptoms.
Manic depressive, perplexed, is a state in wlilch
the individual is perplexed in a setting of depression.
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These persons seem unable to understand their environment
or they misinterpret it. As a result they often act in
a bizarre manner and display strange behavior.
Manic depressive, mixed, applies to those cases in
which there is a combination of both manic and depressive
features. Often included in this group are the agitated
depressions, and manic stupors and the unproductive mania.
The majority of manic depressives are women. The
disease may run for a short period to many years. The
prognosis, however, is usually good.
The classification dementia praecox (schizophrenia)
is sub-divided into five groups: simple, hebephrenic,
catatonic, paranoid and mixed. If there is any one single
characteristic that runs through all schizophrenic types,
it is withdrawal and regression to an earlier form of be-
havior. Whereas in the "normal” Individual there is a
synthesis and blending of the cognitive, conative, affec-
tive and constitutional portions of the personality to form
an harmonious whole, in the schizophrenic there is a split-
ting of the personality into its many segments. With such
a disruption, there is an Inappropriateness of mood, a de-
terioration of thought and an unadaptiveness of behavior.
The term "dementia praecox," the original designation for
this disease, is no longer widely used since it connotes a
deterioration of brain tissue starting in early life which
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is now known not to be an accurate description of this
disease. The individual withdraws from society, prefers
to be alone, and shows a slight depression. Intensity of
emotional life and its variety become dulled. He seems
to be preoccupied, loses ambition and interest, becomes
taciturn, and is easily offended, believing others do not
like him and talk about him. His suspicions and misinter-
pretations cause him to move from place to place. He be-
comes worried about his physical health and shows great
concern about diet and exercise "to build himself up.”
This is the picture of the onset of schizophrenia which is
gradual for all except possibly catatonia. It should be
remembered that, although the various types are separated
for purposes of classification, a person may move from one
type to another and frequently does. Psychoanalysts speak
of the whole process as one of narcissistic withdrawal and
regression.
Schizophrenia, simple type, is marked by disturbances
of emotion. Interest and activity. There may be fleeting
hallucinations but there are seldom any delusions. Emo-
tions are childish and a loss of appreciation of esthetic
and moral considerations takes place. There is no sus-
tained effort and tasks are not completed. Common among
this group are the tramps, vagrants, prostitutes or de-
linquents .
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Schizophrenia, hebephrenic type, is marked by hal-
lucinations in great frequency with fragmentary delusions
in the form of phantasy. The patient enjoys an autistic
life and is practically inaccessible. Emotional reactions
are shallow, speech is frequently incoherent, mannerisms
are constantly present, and silly, incongruous, regressive
features are prevalent. There are stereotyped movements,
grinning and laughing and the coining of new words, phras-
es and speaking in rhyme. In his advanced stages the hebe-
phrenic shows the most marked personality disintegration
.
of the schizophrenics.
Schizophrenia, catatonic type, displays as its prom-
inent features negativism or automatism. There may be a
swift change in phases. Onset may be acute, often after
an emotionally disturbing incident, and prognosis is more
favorable than for the other types for recovery with per-
sonality reintegration. It may pass over into hebephrenia
or paranoid types and permanently split the personality.
In catatonic stupor the patient becomes uncommunicative
and often mute. It is often preceded by depression, dream-
iness, preoccupation, lack of interest and emotions. A
rigid posture may be assumed, and he will resist any effort
to move him from this attitude. He may maintain this posi-
tion for months, refusing to eat or dress. He may become
incontinent, disregarding all personal cleanliness. Ges-
tures and grimacing are frequently present. He may resist
Mi
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even the most painful stimuli. Flexible or rigid catalepsy
may be present. Yet the events transpiring about him usually
register with the patient.
Catatonic excitement expresses an impulsive over-activ-
ity without emotion and uninfluenced by the environment.
It is usually incoherent, purposeless, stereotyped, and
confined in space to the observer. Movements are purposeful
from the viewpoint of the patient’s inner motivations. He
may become assaultive or destroy his clothing. Hallucina-
tions are terrifying or ecstatic or mystical.
Schizophrenia, paranoid type, presents numerous and
illogical delusions and hallucinations. Delusions of per-
secution are most prominent and tend to display the psy-
chological needs of the individual. Ihere seems to be a
strong homosexual component in these persons. The critical
faculties are suspended, and there may be only apathy to
the delusions that formerly aroused aggressiveness. The
prognosis is fairly good, second only to catatonia.
Schizophrenia, mixed, is used to classify other types
of schizophrenia that do not seem to fall into the four main
categories. This may be due to unusual characteristics in
the particular disease or to the mixture of symptoms and
ideational content of two or more of the others.
Paranoia is the reaction of the personality by the
mechanisms of projection or of compensation and does not
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include affect blunting or impairment of conation and
associative processes. Delusions are systematized and
readily explained. Emotional reactions are consistent
with the ideas expressed and accompany delusions of sus-
picion and persecution. The elaboration is logical when
the patient’s basic premise is accepted, often based on
an actual Incident that has been misinterpreted. These
persons may be dangerous since they are capable of taking
action against their persecutors. Intelligence is usu-
ally high and hallucinations rare. When pre-psychotic,
the individual was probably sullen, irritable, stubborn,
moody, and unable to get along with others. Cases of
pure paranoia are very rare, and psychiatrists doubt that
a true case of paranoia ever recovers.
Paranoid condition serves as the diagnosis for those
persons falling between paranoia and paranoid schizophrenia
in regard to the preservation of the personality, coher-
ence of thinking and abnormalities of behavior. They have
delusions, usually persecutory, more illogical and mis-
interpretive than in the case of paranoia. Hallucinations
may be prominent. Primarily, the delusions may approxi-
mate those of the paranoid schizophrenia, but even after
many years there is not the deterioration, lack of interest
or withdrawal of this category.
Psychoses with psychopathic personality describes
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those cases that show abnormal reactions, emotional and
volitional in nature. Psychopathic personalities are
those childish individuals lacking In emotional maturity
and judgment, and showing an inability to learn from ex-
perience. They are emotionally unstable with no consid-
eration of others and are prone to impulsive actions. In
psychosis these people demonstrate an episodic character.
The psychoses are marked by irritability, excitement, de-
pression, paranoid stages and transient confused states.
Prison psychosis belongs in this group. Psychopaths with
other psychoses are listed under one of the other headings.
Psychoses v/lth mental deficiency catalogues mental
defectives who also have episodic attacks. These include
excitement with depression, paranoid trends or hallucina-
tions. Mental defectives suffering from schizophrenia,
manic depression or one of the organic psychoses are list-
ed under one of these.
For those remaining psychoses in which a clear cut
diagnosis cannot be made there is left the classification
of undiagnosed psychoses. This may be due to the lack of
an adequate psychiatric or social history, the inaccess-
ibility of the patient, or too short a period of observa-
tion, or a really obscured clinical picture that defies
placement in any of the regular categories.
Psychoses due to trauma, post-encephalitis psychoses.
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and Parkinson’s syndrome were found to be so rare in this
study that they were not described in this chapter, al-
though they are listed where they did occur under their
proper classification within the organic psychoses. This
is also true of Wernicke’s syndrome under the alcoholic
psychoses.
It is to be understood that the classification used
in these pages is that of the American Psychiatric Asso-
ciation for statistical purposes. Many psychiatrists,
particularly the psychoanalysts, would include among the
psychogenic psychoses many diseases here listed as strict-
ly organic. This would be particularly true of involu-
tional melancholia and the other involutional ailments as
noted on page 49. Many of the diagnoses of psychoses
associated with old age would also be considered to have
other than strictly organic bases. Certainly they would
not be content with the quick filing of the alcoholics in
the organic file cabinet. And even with the general par-
etics, some question is raised by the fact that all syph-
ilitics do not develop luetic meningo-encephalitis, and
there is no known reason why some do and some do not.
Indeed, the number of syphilitics who develop this psy-
chosis is about the same percentage as the number of
other persons in the community who develop a mental illness.^
1. A. H. Maslow and Bela Mittelman, Principles of
Abnormal Psychology
, p. 500.
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While a case could be made for each side in this
controversy, the writer feels that because of the records
used for this study a strict adherence to the qualifica-
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CHAPTER V.
/
DISTRIBUTION OF THE PSYCHOSES BY SOCIO-
ECONOMIC NEIGHBORHOOD AREAS IN PROVIDENCE.
In giving all the psychoses their proper incidence,
addresses of first admissions to the Rhode Island Hospital
for Mental Diseases were plotted by census tracts and then
transformed to neighborhood areas. The first consideration
was for the city as a whole. Tables III. through XII.
shows the distribution of the 1,885 cases by diagnoses and
neighborhood areas for the ten year period. Diagnoses are
grouped according to major classifications with those con-
sidered to be of an organic basis by the American Psychi-
atric Association listed first in Tables III. - IX., and
those of a psychogenic origin in the latter part in Tables
X. - XII.
This division presents 1,280 cases or 67,9% as having
a somatic origin and 605 cases or 32.1^ as being fuactional
in nature. The biggest single group of psychoses are those
associated with old age. There are 781 of these cases,
41.4^ of the total number of admissions. Psychosis with
cerebral arteriosclerosis seems to be the largest single
enemy of the aged. It accounts for 414 admissions, 53^ of
those admitted in this group. Senile psychosis provides
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senile presbyophrenia 16 and Alzheimer's disease 17,
The next major classification is that of psychoses
due to intoxication. For the ten year period there were
120 first admissions diagnosed as psychotic due to the use
of alcohol, 6.2^ of all first admissions. Of this group,
the Korsakoff's syndrome contributed 46, alcoholic deteri-
oration 27, paranoid traits 6, Y/ernlcke syndrome 1, and
alcoholic psychosis 40. This last grouping refers to those
psychoses due to intoxication not displaying any of the
syndrome characteristics above and therefore needing a sep-
arate classification.
In Table V., (page 66) we have those admissions, psy-
chotic in nature, due to, or associated with infection.
At this hospital, syphilis is the biggest single contribu-
tor in its three classes, meningo-encephalitls, commonly
known as general paresis; the maningo-vascular type (cere-
bral syphilis); and syphilis of the central nervous system.
The three, meningo-encephalitls, 102 cases, meningo-vascu-
lar type, 2, and syphilis of the central nervous system, 3,
contribute 107 of the 110 cases in this category; epidemic
encephalitis produced only 3 cases of psychoses in ten
years and the other types usually included in this cate-
gory produced no admissions. The classifications as a
whole accounted for 5.6^ of the 1,885 cases.
Psychoses due to a drug or other exogenous poison have
little effect upon the rate of psychoses, as seen in Table
'f
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,
(page 68), They total only 8 cases, seven due to
drugs, or less than 1% of the cases. The same is true of
psychoses due to trauma with 6 cases, also giving less than
one half of 1 % of the ten year total.
Psychoses due to disturbance of circulation. Table
VII,
,
(page 69) primarily cardio-renal disease, accounted
for 31 cases or 1.6^ of the cases. It is to be remembered
in this regard that the 414 cases of cerebral arterioscler-
osis are customarily included under this heading and would
swell the total to 445, 23.6^ of all admissions,^ Other
somatic diseases, totaling 37 cases, refers to those cases
of psychosis developing in connection with an organic dis-
ease and not otherwise classified in the statistical guide,
and it accounts for 1.9^ of the cases. Other metabolic
diseases refers to disturbances of metabolism and provides
only 8 cases.
Also included in this classification are the involu-
tional psychoses. Involutional melancholia has 57, in-
volutional paranoid 22 and other involutional psychoses 5,
a total of 84, 4.4^ of first admissions. The writer wish-
es to point out once again as mentioned in Chapter IV,
that there is serious doubt as to whether the involutional
2psychoses belong in this classification.
1. Pages 47, 48, 65.
2. Pages 51, 52.
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The 129 cases in this group of psychoses present 6,8^
of the admissions. For statistical purposes this group
normally includes the senile psychoses, senile deteriora-
tion, senile presbyophrenia, senile paranoid and Alzheimer's
disease - all included in this report under psychoses asso-
ciated with old age. If the 367 cases so diagnosed^ were
included, we would have a gross figure of 496 cases and this
26.3^ would represent the largest single group of psychoses.
Those cases of psychosis due to convulsive disorders
are divided into three sub-groups, clouded states 12, epil-
eptic deterioration 16, and others 7 for a total of 35 or
1.8,^. Psychoses due to an intracranial neoplasm (tumor of
the brain) provide 13 cases or less than 1^. (Table VIII.,
page 71)
.
Table IX., (page 72) indicates that only 6 cases in ten
years were of an unknown or hereditary cause associated
with organic origins. Forty-one cases fell into the undiag-
nosed psychoses for a total of 2.1^.
The next division is of disorders of psychogenic ori-
gin, the so-called functional psychoses. Divided as it is
in the official classification, it represents 605 cases,
easily the greatest single contributor to mental disease of
a psychotic nature with 32.1^. It seems probable that psy-
chogenic causes are responsible for some of the other psy-
chotic states in whole or in part, and here we have our
1. Page 65
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greatest challenge to mental health. Here, too, lies the
field in which correctional measures may be applied and
thus it is of vital interest to social workers.
The first major division of this group is that of the
manic depressive psychoses, (Table X., page 74). It in
turn is comprised of 5 sub-groups: manic 31 cases, de-
pressed 73, circular S, perplexed 3, and mixed 12. This
group of 121 comprises 6.4^ of the 1,885 cases with the
depressed individuals significantly larger with 60,3% of
the manic depressives.
In dementia praecox, (Table XI., page 76) now more
generally accepted as schizophrenia, we have the largest
group of psychogenic psychotics. Its 395 cases make up
65.3^ of the classification and 20,8% of the total first
admissions. The largest branch of schizophrenia is the
paranoid with 161 cases, followed by the simple type 96,
catatonic 67, hebephrenic 44 and mixed types 27. These
figures are of particular importance since the catatonics
forming 17^ of schizophrenia, and the paranoids with 40.7^
have the best prognosis in that respective order. Thus
31,1%) of the schizophrenics should have a fairly favorable
chance of recovery.
Table XII., (page 76) offers the remaining classifi-
cations of sub-types of disorders of psychogenic origin.
The rare paranoia submitted only 3 cases, less than one
every three years, but the paranoid states had 41 cases.
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2 , 1%, Psychoses with mental deficiency offered 30 cases,
1.6^ of the whole while psychoses with psychopathic per-
sonality presented 15 or less than 1%.
While these figures offer ready reference to the rates
of psychoses for the City of Providence, it must be empha-
sized that the neighborhood areas are not comparable in the
form presented in Tables III. - XII. This is due to the
fact that the various areas are of diverse populations
numerically. To account for this, each neighborhood area
was given a conversion factor to place them all on the
common level of 100,000 population. Psychoses were then
figured on this ratio and reduced to an annual rate per
100,000 population for each of the neighborhood areas. In
this way the sections of the city were placed on a numer-
ically equal status and could be compared for rates of
psychoses
.
Figure X., (page 78) illustrates rates of psychoses
by census tracts in Providence per 100,000. This indicates
the closeness in the rates of those tracts that were com-
bined to form the neighborhood areas and the futility and
uselessness of working with 49 separate divisions. Many
of these smaller tracts offer too few cases of psychoses
to be treated with any degree of reliability. It is pre-
sented here only for those who would like a slightly finer
splitting of the city than neighborhood areas afford and
to demonstrate the method used in assigning psychotic
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FIRST ADMISSIONS OF PSYCHOTIGS
BY CENSUS TRACTS PER 100,000

rates to the various neighborhood areas.
Figure XI., (page 80) presents the annual rates of psy-
choses in Providence by neighborhood areas per 100,000 pop-
ulation. The range is from 39.75, 41 and 42 in the East
Side, Silver Lake and Elmhurst, respectively, to 259 in the
Dovmtown Area. It is to be seen that the heaviest con-
centration is in the central Industrial section including
the area just west and east and south of the Downtown area.
The northern section of the city has the lowest rates with
Wanskuck, North End and Smith Hill all in the 50-62 class
just below the four leaders in txbe 37 to 49 class. These
four are widely scattered with one on the eastern side, one
in the northwest, and two on the western outskirts of the
city. The mean is 74.61 and the median is 65.33. The mean
for areas is not an accurate criterion since the Downtown
area pulls the whole group up, since it has 161 more than
the next neighborhood area, but it is indicative of the
city’s psychotic rate. We find that the southern section
of the city, the west central area and Camp and the Lower
East Side on the east sector all cluster about the median.
Compared to the criteria set up in Chapter III., this
patterning demonstrates some remarkable aspects in relation
to percentage of native born whites, owner-occupied homes,
median rents and median school years completed.
Comparing nativity with psychotic rates in neighbor-
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ANNUAL RATES CF PSYCHOSES IN PROVIDENCE










ation is so low as to be negligible. It promises little
in predictive value. Knowing which areas have a high num-
ber of non-native born whites and Negroes would not help
point out which areas the psychotics would come from.
Using percentage of owner-occupied homes in a neighbor
hood and psychotic rates, we find a correlation of .74-.13
between home ownership and low psychotic rates. This in-
dicates a marked to high correlation. The chances are 30^
better than chance that psychotics will not come from areas
where there is a high proportion ovmer-occupied homes.
There is a correlation of median rents and psychoses
of .35£.13. This shows some tendency, but it is low.
There seems to be a trend for psychotics to come from low
rent neighborhood areas.
The correlation is even lower for education. Com-
paring median school years completed with rates of psy-
choses in the neighborhood areas there is found to be a
correlation of .025^.16. This indicates absolutely no con-
nection between the number of school years completed and
the rates of psychoses.
For the socio-economic status of the neighborhood
areas as set up by index in Chapter III. there is a cor-
relation of .37:T,13. This is an indication that there is
a slight connection between socio-economic areas, as meas-
ured by the total socio-economic index, and psychotic
rates
r- t
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Inspections of Figures IV., V., VI., VII. and com-
parison with Figure XI. indicates these results almost by
observation.
When Figure IX., the index of socio-economic status,
is contrasted with Figure XI., annual rates of psychoses,
it can be seen that the northern section of the city which
has some of the worst socio-economic conditions has some
of the lowest psychotic rates. Only in the Downtown area
is there a real consistency.
This study next separates the organic from the func-
tional psychoses to observe whether these psychoses are
from the same neighborhood areas. It is to be expected
that if the contention is true that socio-economic areas
of a low level produce psychoses, this will be reflected
in the fimctional psychoses, and that the organic dis-
eases will show little if any relationship to the econom-
ic pattern of the city.^
Figure XII., (page 83) shows the distribution of or-
ganic psychoses by neighborhood areas. The pattern is
generally the same as that for all psychoses. The center
of the city still shows the densest concentration with the
worst areas just to the south, while the northern areas
reflect a lower rate. The median neighborhood area for
the city is Wanskuck with an annual rate of 42.64 and
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Elmwood, West Side, Lower East Side, South Providence to-
gether with Dovmtov/n are above the median in psychotic
rates. Figure XI. reveals that in all psychotic rates
the only difference is that Fox Point moves from the me-
dian rate here to just above it for the organic variety,
while Elmwood changes its position from the median class
to just above it. These are the only changes from one
side of the median to the other. The correlation between
organic psychoses and all psychoses for neighborhood
areas is .59JT.10. This is indicative of a marked rela-
tionship, showing that the organic psychoses tend to come
from the same areas as other psychoses.
In dealing with the functional psychoses three sub-
divisions were made. These are according to manic de-
pressive psychoses, schizophrenia and the total function-
al psychoses. Figure XIII., (page 85) presents the dis-
tribution of manic depressive psychoses by neighborhood
areas. It is immediately observable that this psychosis
shows less patterning than any of the other maps we have
seen. There is almost a complete reversal of the pat-
terns shown for total psychoses or for organic psychoses.
The correlation with the socio-economic index is
.43-^.13, showing some relationship but low. There are two
dangers that should be noted in dealing with this group:
(1) the number of cases was only 121 for the ten year
period, perhaps too few to be reliable, and (2) testing
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for a statistically significant difference this could be
found only for the extremes - Downtown with the rest of
j
the areas. We are thus forced to accept the hypothesis
i that the remainder of the areas produce the same amounts
\ of manic depression and that the patterns arrived at may
j|
j
be due merely to chance.
The next consideration is that of schizophrenia.
Figure XIV., (page 87) gives the distribution of the rates
I of schizophrenia by neighborhood areas. The median neigh-
borhood area is Elmwood with an annual rate of 15.2. The
range is from 4.5 in Silver Lake and 7 in the East Side to
40.9 in the Downtown area. It is observable that schizo-
phrenia tends to follow the socio-economic patterning more
closely than do the other divisions. There is a correla-
tion of .51i.ll between schizophrenia rates in neighbor-
hood areas and the socio-economic index. This demon-
strates a moderate relationship, and by using this index
our prediction of the areas that schizophrenics will come
from should be 13^ better than chance. A correlation with
median rents gives 55:l’.ll, a moderate but more pronounced
relationship than the correlation with the entire socio-
economic index. The tendency to follow socio-economic
conditions gives some difference to the organic psychoses
but not significantly so.^
1. As seen by the test of statistical significance
on page 92.
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Figure XV., (page 89) presents the distribution of
total functional psychoses by neighborhood areas. In ad-
dition to the manic depressive and schizophrenic psychoses,
this includes paranoia, paranoid states, psychoses with
mental deficiency and psychoses with psychopathic person-
ality. The median neighborhood area is Federal Hill with
23.43 annual admissions and the range is from 9.96 in the
East Side and 10.35 in Silver Lake to 72.54 in the Downtown
area. The correlation with the socio-economic index is
.50l‘.12. It is indicative of a low moderate relationship
offering a 13^ better than chance opportunity to predict
which areas the functional psychoses will come from. The
correlation v/ith median rents is .48^.11 giving about the
same picture as that of the socio-economic index.
When we correlate the functional psychoses with all
psychoses we get a .73^.07. This is a marked correlation
that indicates a prediction efficiency 43^ better than
chance that the functional psychoses will come from the
YBTj same neighborhood areas that all psychoses come from.
The functional psychoses also correlate .47^.12 with or-
ganic psychoses for neighborhood areas. Continuing this
path the ”t” test was made to see if there were really any
significant difference between the neighborhood areas of
the organic and functional psychoses. The critical ratio
found was 1.12; while using 36 degrees of freedom it was
necessary to have minlmums of 1.306 at a 20^ level of
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confidence, 2.029 at 5 %, 2.438 at 2%, 2.722 at 1% and
!
2.601 at , 1%, This indicates that there is no significant
||
difference between v/hich ne-ighborhood areas the organic
'' psychoses come from and from vrhere the functional psy-
!i
!
choses come from. In a normal distribution 73.30^o of the
cases would lie within 1.12o- of the mean, and 26.70^ would
j
differ from the mean by more than 1.12cr. With such a
j
great amount of case differences due to chance, there is
|i
I[ no option but to assume that there is no significant dif-
|i
I
ference between these psychoses as to the area of origin.
I
In this chapter the writer has analyzed the various
psychoses in an effort to discover the neighborhoods from
which they came and whether there was any significant pat-
tern to the geographical distributior;. The psychoses were
broken down into the specific diagnoses, the general
groupings into which they fell and the neighborhood areas
j|
from which admissions were made. Organic psychoses made
up about two-thirds of the total v/ith psychoses of psy-
chogenic origin accounting for the other third. The larg-
est single group was that of psychoses associated with old
age, with cerebral arteriosclerosis having the greatest
number. In the functions^, psychoses, schizophrenia was
seen to make up 65^ of the group. The psychoses were then
plotted on maps to make possible a comparison of the geo-
graphic patterns. Correlations arrived at exhibited a
range of no com.parlson when psychoses were placed opposite
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education to a marked relationship with the amount of
owner-occupied homes. It was also seen that the function-
al psychoses correlate in a marked manner with all psy-
choses and moderately with organic psychoses on the basis
of neighborhood areas of origin, VlHaile the degree of cor-
relation was only moderate with the organic psychoses, the
functional psychoses showed no statistically significant
difference with the former in neighborhoods of concentra-
tion. The probable reason for the difference is that the
correlation was done by the corrected (Pearson) rank order
method. This order persisted even though the actual dif-
ference between the neighborhoods might have no signifi-
cance and be merely due to chance. This was detected when
a test for significance was used. This left us with the
conclusion that there is no difference between the neigh-
borhood areas in which the psychotics of organic and func-
tional nature reside. This leaves the writer with the
necessity of summing up his conclusions and analyzing the
implications for the social worker.
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CHAPTER VI.
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The City of Providence represents 34^ of the popu-
lation of Rhode Island and contributes 33^ of the first
admissions to the Rhode Island State Hospital of those
suffering from one or another of the psychoses. It would
appear to this writer that the city is probably repre-
sentative of the state as a whole, and the types of psy-
choses that come from this city are indicative of the
types from other parts of the state in respective pro-
portions. Providence is also typical of the cities of
the United States in the percentage of each type of psy-
choses admitted to the state hospitals although it is a
bit better in its rate of psychosis for the population as
a whole. ^ The writer feels that the facts found in this
study to be true of Providence are probably applicable to
the other cities of the country with allowance made for
their higher psychotic rates. The patterning of psy-
chotic rates closely resembles that of Chicago.
The first major problem met in this study is the ap-
palling number of persons of an advanced age who are
1. Bureau of the Census, United States Depart-
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admitted to the state hospital suffering from a mental
disease. It suggests that perhaps another solution is
necessary to solve the problems of the aged. It is felt
that suiy group that contributes one out of every four ad-
missions to the mental institutions requires special con-
sideration. Some of the other cities have already begun
to take special measures to anticipate and meet this sit-
uation.^ It is suggested here that perhaps there is a
more efficient, more economical, more humane way to care
for the aged than in mental hospitals. It might be con-
ceivable to avoid some of these psychotic breakdowns by
providing outlets and contacts for these individuals.
For the social worker it offers a twofold challenge.
It would appear that social action of a dynamic nature is
called for, and this is a task for the conscientious work-
er. From a second standpoint, these figures should serve
as a guide in dealing with the aged. The type of manip-
ulation that provides funds and allows the old person to
live alone in a furnished room without further attention
is to be questioned. The need for constant case v/ork and
the opportunity for emotional relief for these people may
keep them in the community. The problem certainly re-
quires further investigation.
The next implication from the observation of the
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figures is that presented by the psychoses of a psycho-
genic origin. It is to be remembered that this was com-
piled on the most conservative basis, including only those
diagnoses that are considered unquestionably functional
and placing those diagnoses about v/hlch there is doubt or
controversy under an organic classification. But even on
this basis they account for over of the total psychot-
ics. Of these, schizophrenia produces 65.3^ and manic de-
pressive psychoses 20%* These are particularly Important
figures; they speak of something that the social worker
can actively work in preventing. Although it has been
pointed out that there is only a moderate relationship
with socio-economic areas, the fact that there is some
relationship should serve as a warning signal when working
with persons from the poorer areas. In spite of the lack
of any substantial evidence of a real relationship be-
tween psychoses and the total number of socio-economic
areas, it can be observed that certain areas do provide a
disproportionate amount of mentally ill. This is partic-
ularly the Downtown section.
Why should this be tmj.e? It was shown in Chapter V*
that there is no significant difference between the share
of organic psychoses and the share of functional psychoses
provided by any neighborhood area. This would indicate
that the nei^borhood area conditions by themselves do not
produce psychotic states. We would normally presume that
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if one set of conditions (the organic) are independent of
the environment there would be a sharp difference in areas
of density with the functional psychoses (were these pro-
duced by the environment). But this is not true. We must
then conclude that functional psychoses are independent of
the adult environment in which they emerge in the same
manner that the organic psychoses.
It has been shown, however, that there is a signifi-
cant difference in the rates from various neighborhood
areas. The comparisons with the nativity figures indicate
that mental illness does not necessarily concentrate in
areas where there is a low number of native whites. Vifhen
compared with education the figures flatly contradict any
contention that psychoses are correlated with education in
any way, either positively or negatively.
It is only when work is started with median rents and
home ownership that the beginning of a trend is seen. The
correlation of .35±.13 is low but it indicates that some-
thing may be operating to affect the psychotic rates.
With functional psychoses alone this figure climbs to .48
ir.ll and when median rents are compared with schizophrenia
there is .55 .11 correlation. In other words there is a
tendency for psychotics to come from low rent areas. This
increases as the psychoses used for measurement are limit-
ed to those of a functional nature and it becomes even
more pronounced when simply enumerating schizophrenics.
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This trend becomes even more accentuated when we use
owner-occupied homes as a criterion. For there is a true
negative correlation of ~.74±.13. Here there is a marked
indication that psycho tics do not come from neighborhood
areas where there is a high percentage of owner-occupied
homes
.
These figures correlating rent and home ownership with
areas of psychoses leave the writer with his original hy-
pothesis, that is, that psychotics come from low rent areas,
- rooming house areas, and areas particularly susceptible
to the transient. This is due to the fact that long before
the psychotic has been admitted to the hospital he has
stopped operating at his peak efficiency and is sliding
down hill economically. It is illustrated in this study by
the fact that those psychoses that are insidious or gradual
in onset show a greater concentration in the lower rent
areas while those that are sudden in onset come from the
better neighborhood areas. That explains why the schizo-
phrenic has a higher correlation with low rent areas than
the other psychoses. Looking at Table III.^ it can be seen
that this is true even within the family of schizophrenics.
Catatonia is low with only 3 cases in the Downtown area.
This is the classification that is considered sudden in on-
set, Schizophrenia, paranoid type, however, which is
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notoriously gradual in onset shows 23 cases in the Downtown
area, 8 higher than the next nearest neigjiborhood area.
This also explains why there is a contrast between the dis-
tribution of schizophrenia and manic depression in the city
The latter is more acute in onset with either a cyclical
course in which the individual is soon able to return to
normal activity or he is hospitalized.
Paris and Dunham^ considered this drift hypothesis but
rejected it. They compared age variations and admission
areas of both paranoids and catatonias. They felt that the
older ages of both classes would have more time to drift
than the younger admissions. This overlooks the dynamic
origins of schizophrenia and seems to imply that the old
must necessarily have had their psychotic condition longer
than the young group. The assumption ignores the fact that
the schizophrenic has a pre-psychotic character that calls
for a desire for withdrawal and seclusion. It is natural
that he should find the concentration of both old and young
o
paranoids in the rooming house area.
In dealing with catatonics these authors run into more
difficulty. Here they find that the rooming house area has
a low rate of younger cases and a high concentration of
1. Robert E. L. Paris and H. Warren Dunham, Mental
Disorders in Urban Areas
, p. 164.
2. Ibid. 164
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older patients. This they are at a loss to explain.^ With
our analysis it could be understood that the older patients
have been drifting because of their long time schizoid per-
sonality or because they suffered from simple schizophrenia.
Catatonia is relatively swift in onset.
They make no attempt to compare the organic and func-
tional psychoses because of their major assumption that,
”A constitutional basis is an essential condition for a
'functional’ as well as for an organic mental disorder.*’^
This assimiption I submit is unjust and unfounded. This
’’constitutional” premise lies at the bottom of their entire
work
,
For the social worker and the social agency the impli-
cations are plain. The policy of aiding the client by se-
curing him a room in the rooming house area is open to
question. Placing the client at the cheapest means avail-
able does not answer the question. In dealing with the
neurotic or the schizoid personality, a move of this kind
may be fatal to his mental health. Consider the environs
and the type of personalities he is to confront in his new
home
.
Knowing the neighborhood area from which a client
comes to the agency is also Important. For this is in-
dicative of the type of forces that are operating upon him.
1. Ibid., p. 165.
2. Ibid., p. XV.
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A record of constant changes of address with a trend towards
the Downtown area may indicate a great deal more than simple
financial difficulties. It may be indicative of the onset
of mental Illness.
Studies of this kind may also serve a purpose as a
guide to the function and concentration of activities of
the various mental hygiene clinics. It is to be hoped that
this report and others of a similar nature will serve in a
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